Theory and research in reading comprehension have confirmed the important role of text structure in learning from written materials. Text structures that are commonly found in informative, textbook-like prose are just beginning to be identified.
Structures for Explanations in History Textbooks
The authors' goal in a continuing program of research is to identify some of the important features of informative, content area text that influence how well the text is learned and remembered. We are particularly interested in the practical applications of knowledge about important text features:
How publishers and authors could improve the quality of informative text and how teachers could help students both learn from content area texts and learn how to learn from content area reading.
In earlier papers (Anderson, Armbruster, & Kantor, 1980; Armbruster & Anderson, 1981; Armbruster, in press), we discussed text variables which appear to influence learning from informative text. One of the most important of these characteristics of text is structure, or organization.
In this report we will first briefly review the rationale for the importance of text structure in comprehension and learning. The major purpose of the report, however, is to propose some generic text structures applicable to history text. We also suggest how these generic structures might be used in evaluating history texts, in writing history texts, and in teaching history.
A Rationale for the Importance of Text Structure
A little background in reading theory is prerequisite to an understanding of the role of structure in learning. A widely accepted theory.
of reading is schema theory. According to schema theory, a reader's schema, or organized knowledge of the world, provides much of the basis for comprehending, learning, and remembering information in text. Comprehension occurs when the reader activates or constructs a schema that One of the most important of the characteristics of text that influences learning outcomes is structure (see, for example, Armbruster, in press; Meyer, 1979; Shimmerlik, 1978) . The explanation for the importance of text structure in terms of schema theory is the following:
The better structured the text and the more apparent the structure to the reader, the more likely the reader is to be able to construct a coherent model of the text's meaning, i.e., to comprehend the text. Knowing that structure is important in learning from text is not very useful, however, unless one can define this construct more precisely.
Our particular interest is in defining structures for informative text in the content areas. Our belief is that much of the content of the disciplines, or subject matter areas, can be formulated in a relatively small number of generic structures or generalized plots, each with its own set of content categories or types of information. These structures reflect typical patterns of thought or ways of conceptualizing the content of the subject matter area. We refer to these generic structures of informative text as frames, and the content categories as slots.
Other researchers have proposed frames, primarily for the natural sciences. For example, Dansereau (1980) To date, we have seen no attempts to define frames for the social sciences. The purpose of this report is to begin to fill this gap by proposing some frames appropriate for explanations in history texts. The next section describes the theoretical and empirical bases for our particular choice of history frames.
Theoretical and Empirical Basis for the Frames
"History is viewed broadly as a body of information and a process through which we attempt to understand the human experience" (Drewry, O'Connor, & Freidel, 1982) . What does it mean to "attempt to understand the human experience?" According to philosopher of science Ernst Nagel (1961) , the study of history entails the study of "the motives and other psychological matters that constitute the springs of purposive human behavior as well as with the aims and values whose attainment is the explicit or implicit goal of such behavior" (p. 474). Thus, a broad view of history is that it is an attempt to understand the human experience through psychology. That is, historical events are assumed to be V explainable in terms of goals and actions taken to attain those goals.
Therefore, we think that a frame for history would need to be based on this psychological foundation.
A psychology-based frame already exists in the form of the "story grammars" proposed by cognitive psychologists (e.g., Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Rumelhart, 1975; Stein & Glenn, 1978; Thorndyke, 1977) . Story grammars define what constitutes a well-formed or coherent narrative.
While story grammars differ in detail, they all contain the same fundamental elements: an account of the character's actions in terms of the character's goals and the subgoals needed to satisfy those goals. Therefore, story grammars appear to contain the same basic elements that historical explanations should contain.
From research using story grammars, we know some of the characteristics of narratives that influence the reader's ability to understand and remember the narrative. First, memory for narratives is superior when the content is organized according to the stereotypical story grammar (e.g., Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Kintsch, Mandel, & Kozminsky, 1977; Mandler, 1978; Stein, 1976; Thorndyke, 1977) . Altering the structure by displacing or deleting story elements results in poorer memory for the stories and lower ratings of story comprehensibility (Thorndyke, 1977) .
Second, information about the goal and the events leading up to the goal is critical to narrative comprehension and/or recall (Abbott & Black, Note 1; Kintsch & Van Dijk, 1978; Rumelhart, 1977; Thorndyke, 1977) . For example, Thorndyke (1977) concluded from his research that both rated comprehensibility and recall of stories were a function of the amount of identifiable plot structure, where plot structure is defined as "those elements of a story which render the sequence of actions coherent and purposeful: The theme or goal, the stated or implied intent and motivation of actions performed by the characters, and some final resolution of the initial problem of the story" (Thorndyke, 1977, p. 83 ).
In the study by
Abbott and Black (Note 1), information about the character's goals, the source of those goals, and the plans to attain those goals formed an organizational unit in the representation of the text in memory. The characters to organize texts" (p. 3).
In sum, story grammars define a structure that fulfills the requirements for an explanation of an historical event.
Research using story grammars reveals characteristics of narrative text that are critical to learning. Thus, previous work with story grammars provided the basis for our attempt to define frames for explanations in history that would be likely to aid learning. We turn now to a description of our frames for historical explanation.
Frames for History
While story grammars appeared to provide a good foundation for frames in history, story grammars are more complex than we thought we needed for our practical purposes. Therefore, we formulated the following abbreviated version of a story grammar for our basic history frame, which we call the "Goal frame." The goal frame is depicted in the following diagrammatic representation, which we call a "frame map."
1GOAL PL ACTIONU OUTCOME
The Goal, Plan, Action, and Outcome are the slots of the frame, and are assumed to consti-tute the "main ideas" associated with the explanation of an historical event. The Goal is the desired state sought by the main character, which we are defining as either an individual or a group of people acting or assumed to act as a single entity. The Plan is the cognitive strategy for attaining the Goal. While Plans are often difficult to distinguish from subgoals, a Plan directly precipitates the Action.
The Action is overt behavior in response to the Plan. The Outcome is the consequence of the Action, which may either satisfy or fail to satisfy the Goal.
We assume that an explanation of an historical event consists of a response to questions associated with each of the frame slots. For the Goal frame, the text will answer for the reader the following "frame slot 
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These settlements were primarily commercial ventures, undertaken in the hope that the settlers might raise the products England had to import from the East and thus make the mother country more self-sufficient. 5Commercially the North American colonies were disappointing; few of the original investors got their money back, to say nothing of making profits. Mazour & Peoples, 1968, pp. 325-326) The "character" here is England, or more properly, the English people.
We think the Goal is stated in Sentence 4: to become more self-sufficient.
An implicit superordinate Goal for at least a subset of Englishmen is inferrable from the last sentence: "to make a profit." Sentence 4 also contains the Plan, signalled as a cognitive strategy by the phrase "in the hope that." The Plan was: to have settlers (in North America) raise the products England had to import from the East. One could argue that this is a subgoal; we call it a Plan because it bears a direct relationship to the Action taken. The Action is stated in Sentence 1: several English colonies were founded along the east coast of North America. Sentences 2 and 3 are elaborations (examples) of the Action. The Outcome is found in
Sentence 5: the superordinate Goal, at least, was not satisfied, although the text is vague about whether the English people as a whole became more self-sufficient.
Obviously, the Goal frame is very general. It is intentionally so, since we wanted a frame that could be applied to a wide variety of history texts.
In fact, we think that the Goal frame can be used for most interpretations or philosophies of history, since historical events must ultimately be explained in psychological terms, with human beings as the agents of change.
The slots of a Goal frame can be instantiated, by author and reader, at any desired level of detail. For example, consider the Goal slot. We believe that there are a finite and relatively small number of basic goals at the top of the hierarchy. These goals are identified within the various traditional disciplines and can best be identified by content-area experts.
Here are some likely candidates for basic goals:
from biology: obtaining food, water, shelter from economics: distributing available resources, making a profit from political science: getting and keeping power, maintaining order
At lower levels of the hierarchy are subgoals which must be fulfilled in order to satisfy the basic goals. Note that the textbook example contained two levels or types of goals: to make a profit and to become more selfsufficient.
The Plan slot can likewise be instantiated at any level of detail. The author may not choose to express the Plan at all, since it is usually easily inferrable from the Action. Or, the author might include a rather lengthy discussion of why the particular Plan was selected. For example, the author might compare and contrast actual outcomes of previous implementations of the same Plan with desired outcomes of the current Plan. Or, the author could compare and contrast anticipated outcomes of the current Plan with anticipated outcomes of alternate Plans.
-/ Next, consider the Action and Outcome slots. The Action can be stated as a unitary event or broken down into its constituent sequence of steps.
A detailed Action can thus include embedded Goal frames, since the character has to engage in goal-directed behavior to accomplish each step in the sequence. Finally, the Outcome slot can be expanded to include consequences of the Action unrelated to the goal-seeking behavior of the character. Such unintended or unanticipated "Other Outcomes" of Actions are very common in history. One Outcome could also be the initiation of another goal-directed behavioral sequence.
In addition to instantiating the frame at any desired level of detail, other variations of the Goal frame are possible. One variation gives rise to a new frame, which we call the Problem/Solution frame.
The Problem is an event, a condition, or a series of events or conditions resulting in a state that is an obstacle to the attainment of 4. What Action was taken in response to the Plan?
5.
What was the Outcome of the Action with respect to the Goal?
As an example of text for which this frame is appropriate, consider typical accounts of the "voyages of discovery." Such accounts usually begin with a statement of the Goal--the desire of Europeans for goods from the East, including silks and spices. The accounts go on to explain the problems of obtaining goods from the East.
Here is the version from one textbook:
The trade routes then in use presented several difficulties.
Goods from the Far East (the part of Asia farthest from Europe)
were transported the first part of the way by ship. Then they had to be unloaded and repacked on the backs of camels and donkeys for the overland trip to the Mediterranean Sea. There We believe that the interaction intrinsic to wars can also be captured in a variation of the Problem/Solution frame. While we speculate that the Problem is one of differences in Goals while the Solution consists of separate chains of Plans-Actions-Outcomes for the various warring factions,
we have not studied the matter sufficiently to propose a "War frame" in this report.
In the next section, we discuss how the Goal and Problem/Solution frames might be used in evaluating textbooks, writing textbooks, and teaching and learning from textbooks.
Evaluating Historical Explanations Using Frames
The best way to evaluate students' ability to learn from textbooks, of course, is to try the textbook out on a sample from the intended audience of readers. Let us assume, however, that this option is not available for some reason, for example, because a textbook adoption committee does not should be revised. Likewise, the information can help teachers evaluate the adequacy of textbook explanations; if the explanation seems deficient, the teacher will know where to tell students to focus their attention, where to supplement the explanation, and/or how to question students to ensure that they understand the explanation.
This section has two objectives: to illustrate the use of the Problem/Solution frame as an evaluative tool, using excerpts from three fifth grade social studies textbooks, and to make a point about the content of these social studies texts.
A simple, straightforward approach to evaluating historical text is to see whether and how well the text answers the frame slot questions. We recommend at least a two stage assessment. On the first pass through the text, the evaluator notes whether the text answers the frame slot questions.
If the text fails to answer many of the questions, the evaluator may decide that the text is not a good explanation and may choose to terminate the evaluation. If the evaluation is to continue, the evaluator then assesses subjectively how well he/she thinks the questions are answered.
In making this judgment of quality, the evaluator might consider the following kinds of questions: Armed with axes, picks, and shovels, all these workers leveled the land, laid track, and built bridges. In summer, the men often fainted from the terrible heat. In winter, they had to build sheds over the tracks to keep going in the snow.
In all kinds of weather the work continued. 
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The workers on the railroads were usually immigrants. The crew coming from the east was largely new Irish immigrants. The crew struggling to lay the tracks over the California mountains was largely Chinese. There were as many as 10,000 Chinese laying tracks for the Central Pacific. They had begun arriving in America around 1850 and were the first Asians to come to the United States in large numbers.
By 1869 the railroads were nearing each other. On May 10, an impatient crowd gathered at Promontory, Utah. Finally, they saw one train chugging down the track from the east and another from the west.
A mighty cheer went up as the two locomotives drew near and came to a stop. Between them lay the last two rails and one last tie. A prayer was said, and then the final spikes were driven into place. One spike was of silver; it was given by Nevada.
Another was of iron, silver, and gold; it came from Arizona.
And the last, from California, was of gold.
As the final spike was driven, the engineers stood on the cowcatchers of their locomotives and shook hands. The East and West had been united by a transcontinental railroad! Telegraph wires carried the news to all parts of the country. Bells in every city rang out and all America rejoiced. Now California could grow faster than ever.
Evaluation
The Problem/Solution frame seems to be appropriate for this text.
Are each of the frame slot questions answered in the text? 
Summary Comments on the Textbook Excerpts
In all three texts, the events of building the transcontinental railroad are described in exquisite detail. We suspect that the authors were trying to create interest by elaborating the colorful events of railroad construction. Unfortunately, we feel that the authors have served up plenty of gravy but little meat. The details are there, but the main ideas are largely missing.
One can argue that we cannot blame the text for not being something it was never intended to be. Our reply is that, in our opinion, the intent should have been different. As we argued in a previous section, we think students would learn more if the building of the transcontinental railroad were explained and not simply described. An explanation would clarify the significance of events by showing how they follow logically from goals and motives. For example, we think the following text does a better job of establishing the goals and motives. This type of information would, in our opinion, improve the quality of an explanation of the building of the transcontinental railroad.
To make a profit from their land, farmers had to send their crops to market. To work their land, they needed tools from city factories. As factories grew to supply the nation's wants, the factories consumed more and more raw materials--iron, wood, and cotton. To keep the whole process going, the vast nation, spread across a continent, needed transportation. The nation was already served by its broad rivers, its many canals, and roadways. But there had to be easier, speedier ways. (Boorstin & Kelley, 1981, p. 344) In the next section we offer some suggestions about how authors and teachers might use Goal or Problem/Solution frames.
Writing Historical Explanations Using Frames
We believe that if authors used the Goal and Problem/Solution frames to structure their writing, explanations in social studies and history textbooks would be improved. A second objection we anticipate is that we are offering a "cookbook" approach that limits creativity. Our reply is that we are suggesting a structure only; authors still have ample opportunity for creative expression within that structure.
We will illustrate the process of frame-aided writing using the Problem/Solution frame. We recommend that authors begin by constructing Once an adequate frame map has been constructed, authors can begin the actual writing. We have found that it is more straightforward to write from a frame map than from an outline or notecards. We offer the following suggestions for translating a particular frame map into prose. First (as confirmed by the research of Paris (1975) , Bransford (as cited in Bransford, Brown, Ferrara, & Campione, in press), and Pearson, Hansen, & Gordon (1979) , we believe that the content of the slots and the relationships among the slots should be made quite explicit, especially for younger readers. Second, we think it is best to match the order of presentation of events in the prose with the actual order of occurrence of the events.
In other words, start with the Goal, discuss the Problem next, and then present the Solution. We have seen "successful" and interesting explanations that started with the Outcome of the Solution and then gave the Problem; however, we believe that it is usually preferable to start with the Goal and the Problem in order to establish a meaningful context for the solution. Finally, we recommend that discussion of the Outcome include an explicit statement of how the Problem was solved and how the Goal was satisfied.
Once the writing is completed, the frame map can serve as an editing aid. By comparing the map and the text, it is easy to check whether all necessary content and relationships have been included in the text.
Teaching and Learning Historical Explanations Using Frames
We believe that the Goal and Problem/Solution frames can be used instructionally in many ways. First, teachers could use frames to organize their own oral or written presentation of information to students, in much the same way we proposed that authors could use frames. Second, and we think even more important, students could be taught to use frames in learning from text. We think frames could help in learning in several ways:
1) The frame can provide students with a purpose for reading (i.e., to answer frame slot questions) and a way of predicting at least the general content of upcoming text. 2) Since the frame slots define the "main ideas" of the text, students know where to focus attention and where to apply studying techniques such as underlining or notetaking. 3) Students can use the frame slot questions as guidelines for monitoring and evaluating their own comprehension and learning. That is, students can test their own understanding, knowledge, and memory of the text by seeing whether they can answer the questions after reading the passage. 4) The frame can serve as a retrieval aid to help students remember information from the text.
5)
In the case of poorly written text, students can tell whether information is missing or deficient by matching the text content with frame slots.
They can then try to locate the information from other sources (by asking questions or reading other materials) or they can make inferences about the missing information. Students could also use the frame to restructure an explanation that was structured poorly or use the information in the text to write their own "good" explanations.
A third major way in which the Goal and Problem/Solution frames could be used instructionally is in evaluating student learning. Teachers could use the frame slot questions to test students' understanding of "main ideas."
The questions could be used as they stand as essay or short-answer questions, or they could be transformed into multiple-choice, true-false, or other types of test items.
Conclusion
We have been impressed with the poor quality of explanation we have seen in children's social studies and history textbooks. We have critically evaluated textbook prose in other papers (Anderson, Armbruster, & Kantor, 1980; Armbruster & Anderson, 1981; Armbruster, in press ). In this report we took a more constructive approach by offering generic structures for historical explanations which we call the Goal and Problem/Solution frames. We think that information presented in these frames will be both historically and psychologically sound--in other words, good history that can be relatively easily understood and remembered. We hope that authors as well as teachers will find the Goal and Problem/Solution frames to be useful tools.
